**************
PREFACE
**************

Dear Sirs and Madams,
FASTIC GROUP, through its customer-oriented business approach, state-of-the-art
of technology and human-based management, has experienced an outstanding
growth on Sea Freight, Air Freight and Sea/Air Services since its establishment in
1993.
As a legal freight forward company in China with N.V.O.C.C. license number of
SMTC-NV00120, FASTIC GROUP has developed to an all-round company to
participate full range of activities in shipping field. Depending on the good
relationship with carriers, well-trained operation & sales team and global agents
network, FASTIC GROUP aims at offering convenient, fast, safe and satisfied
services to both partners and clients as well as respond all kinds of requirements
from overseas and domestic by the greatest extent.
You are welcomed to contact with key staffs in FASTIC GROUP through the means
listed below:
Mr. Mark Huang-President
Tel: 86-21-35312890
E-mail: mark@fasticgroup.com
Mr. Johnny Cheung- Vice President
Tel: 86-21-35312728
E-mail: johnny@fasticgroup.com
Ms. Connie Ren- Manager / Finance Dept.
Tel: 86-21-35312893
E-mail: group-account@fasticgroup.com
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Tianjin Office
******************

TIANJIN, also known for the diamond of the BOHAI GULF and the gateway to the
capital of People’s Republic of China, is one of the biggest industrial and port cities
in China. Due to the convenient traffic to Beijing and other adjacent provinces, it
makes possibility to export shipments from BEIJING, XI’AN, and ZHENGZHOU
ex. XINGANG, TIANJIN to worldwide.
FASTIC GROUP established TIANJIN BRANCH in year of 2001, and it also acted
as the booking agent for MSC in northeast of China.
For any further information or requirement, please feel free to contact with the key
persons of FASTIC TIANJIN as following:
Ms. Grace Bian – Station Manager
Tel: 86-22-83279961-818 E-mail:grace@fasticgroup.com
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Qingdao Office
*******************

QINGDAO, a famous port city situated on the southern coast of SHANDONG
province, depending on its particular location and harbor condition, no doubtfully,
has been one of the most influential economic city and core port in northern China.
FASTIC QINGDAO BRANCH was founded in year of 2001 and immediately
became the booking agent of MSC in northeast of China. The all employees of
FASTIC QINGDAO BRANCH are using their professional knowledge and sincere
services to work with carriers, Customs, customers and other related firms to ensure
the safe + fast transportation for every shipment ex. QINGDAO/JI’NAN/WEIHAI
to worldwide.
For any further information or requirement, please feel free to contact with the key
persons of FASTIC QINGDAO as following:
Mr. Kevin Xing –Station Manager
Tel:86-532-80931811
E-mail: kevin@fasticgroup.com
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Shanghai Office
********************

SHANGHAI, also named as “Paris of the Orient” and “Pearl of China”, as the
economic, financial and cultural centre of China, is regarded as the largest and
most prosperous metropolis in this nation. Its modernization, history, culture and
commerce opportunities are attracting more investments from overseas to run their
business activities here.
FASTIC GROUP started its Shanghai Strategy from the year of 1997. The business
scopes involve many aspects of shipping + transportation field, such as booking,
customs clearance, stuffing, trucking and warehousing etc.
To be one of the key booking agent of MSC in northeast of China, FASTIC
SHANGHAI accepts the bookings for shipments to many destinations in the world
including U.S.A., SOUH/CENTRAL AMERICA, EUROPE, EAST & WEST
MEDITERRANEAN, NORTH/SOUTH/EAST AFRICA and AUSTRALIA.
Located in the east of China between ZHEJIANG & JIANGSU province and beside
YANGZI RIVER, Shanghai became one of the busiest and advanced sea port and
cargo transfer station in China. Apart from the shipment ex. SHANGHAI, FASTIC
SHANGHAI can handle the shipments with origin loading port not only
SHAOXING, SUZHOU, WUXI and HANGZHOU by trucking but also
CHONGQING, NANJING, NANTONG, ZHANGJIAGANG and HEFEI through
feeder service via YANGZI RIVER.
For any further information or requirement, please feel free to contact with the key
persons of FASTIC SHANGHAI as following:
Mr. Johnny Cheung - General Manager
Tel: 86-21-35312827
E-mail: johnny@fasticgroup.com
Ms. Olivia Lo –Assistant General Manager
Tel: 86-21-35312701
E-mail:olivia@fasticgroup.com
Ms. Annie Xie –Manager / Operation Dept.
Tel:86-21-35312910
E-mail:annie@fasticgroup.com

Ningbo Office
******************

NINGBO, near to East China Sea with opposite approximately 400 KM down to
Shanghai, has the abundant ocean sources as well as the vast export & import
market in its hinterland including WENZHOU, YIWU and SHAOXING etc., has
became the consequential sea port of eastern China to locate in ZHEJIANG
province, and all its advantages have resulted the cargo throughput significantly
boost up to NO.4 in ranking of Chinese sea harbors.
In 1995, FASTIC GROUP set up its first mainland branch in NINGBO. Nowadays,
FASTIC NINGBO is not only the general shipping agency of CNC on its ASIAN
TRAFFIC, but also the booking agents of MSC and WANHAI LINE on their
worldwide and U.S.A & EUROPE routes respectively.
For any further information or requirement, please feel free to contact with the key
persons of FASTIC NINGBO as following:
Mr. Otto Liao – General Manager
Tel:86-574-87092716
E-mail:otto@fasticgroup.com
Mr. Hardaway Hu –Assistant General Manager / Marketing Dept.
Tel:86-574-87093226
E-mail:hardaway@fasticgroup.com
Ms. Connie Zhou –Manager / Operation Dept.
Tel:86-574-87092710
E-mail:connie@fasticgroup.com
Ms.Hu –Manager/ Finance Dept.
Tel: 86-574-87092182
E-mail:nbo-account@fasticgroup.com
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Shenzhen Office
********************

SHENZHEN is located in the very south of Guangdong province. Overlooking
HONGKONG to the south and bordering KOWLOON, this region is commonly
referred to as HONGKONG’s backyard. Due to its excellent geographic situation
and preferential policies, Shenzhen becomes one of the most quickly developing
cities in China.
Based on the absolute confidence with Chinese economy, FASTIC GROUP carried
out the establishment of SHENZHEN BRANCH in April of 2003, and promptly
built it as the fastest growing office in FASTIC GROUP. All of this should be
attributed to the good relationship with carriers of COSCO, CHINA SHIPPING,
ZIM LINE LLOYD-TRIESTINO and YANG MING LINE etc. and the well-trained
employees of SHENZHEN branch who can systematically handle shipments ex.
SHENZHEN, HONGKONG, GUANGZHOU, NANHAI, FOSHAN, SHANTOU
and ZHONGSHAN to overseas.
For any further information or requirement, please feel free to contact with the key
persons of FASTIC SHENZHEN as following:
Mr. Jason Shen - Station Manager
Tel: 86 -755-82388084
E-mail: jshen@fasticgroup.com
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Taipei Office
****************

With its four sides surrounded by sea, Taiwan has been deeply influenced by the
ocean throughout the history. At the past decades, Taiwan has grown as a valuable
trading and economic region with three major sea ports in eastern Asia. All of the
three international sea ports, KEELUNG, KAOHSIUNG and TAICHUNG, have
turned into ones of the busiest ports and transit hubs in far-east area.
FASTIC GROUP founded it original office at Taipei in 1993, which was the
headquarter of FASTIC till the year of 2001. Although with the development of
group, top management gradually focus their efforts on mainland China, the
colleagues of Taipei liaison still do their utmost to secure business opportunities and
provide qualified services to overseas agents and clients.
For any further information or requirement, please feel free to contact with the key
persons of FASTIC TAIPEI as following:
Ms. Minie Hsieh- Station Manager
Tel:886-2-88707225
E-mail:minie@fasticgroup.com
Ms. Tina Chen- Supervisor / Finance Dept.
Tel:886-2-87707667 E-mail:tpe-account@fasticgroup.com
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